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ABSTRACT
This work demonstrates the methodological approach we applied
to develop a fully immersive and interactive virtual environment
that simulates Itapeva’s archaeological site, in Brazil. To create a
realistic 3D demo, which would be relevant for research through a
cyber-archaeology exploration, specific technological equipment
to collect data were used, such as: laser scanner and image-based
modeling. In consequence, data acquisition from these apparatus
generated a huge density point clouds, requiring a many gigabytes
computer storage and a research work to simplify the information
in a user’s friendly virtual model. Also, to provide an immersive
feeling when exploring the virtual reality we allow users to
navigate through the scene using 3D input devices and headmounted display to visualize the aesthetical and spatial elements.
In resume, through a sophisticated digital simulation environment
we created a telepresence sense where archaeologists can explore
landscapes and its objects through a not destructive way.
Keywords: Cyber-archaeology, 3D big-data, telepresence, virtual
reality, immersion, e-science.
Index Terms: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques – Interaction Techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

The term cyber-archaeology represents the natural evolution of
archeology itself. It combines the state-of-the-art of Virtual
Archaeology and e-Science [1]. We can say the recent advances in
3D scanning and images capture techniques are fundamental
aspects to allow researchers to register and to document a vast
amount of archaeological sites and objects [2, 3].
In archaeology, excavation is the exposure, processing and
recording of archaeological remains. It may be a work of different
scales: an intra-site (a single space) or an inter-site investigation
(multiple sites and landscapes) [3]. This kind of investigation
takes a long time to be accomplished (from months to decades). It
is important to consider, despite adopting rigorous procedures, the

excavation process is a destructive one and once a place is
excavated the original physical site is no longer available.
On this perspective we present a 3D interactive environment
solution for explore an archeological site in São Paulo (Brazil) –
Itapeva’s archaeological site1. It’s a fully immersive space
coupled with visual analytics/editing tools to optimize the
exploration, harvested of modern archaeometry digital techniques
(a laser scanner and image-based modeling and texturizing). To
explore the final result the user is allowed to navigate and interact
with digital objects using control devices (keyboards, mouse and
Razer Hydra). To visualize the 3D scene in a realistic experience
the user has a head-mounted display device (Oculus Rift).
2

RELATED W ORK

One of the first projects on data acquisition with digital
reconstruction was the Digital Michelangelo [4]. This seminal
work captured approximately 2 billion triangles, textures and
object reflectance properties, totaling a staggering value of 32
gigabytes of data for a single statue.
Depending on the landscape to be transposed from the physical
to virtual world and, of course, the desirable precision of details
contained in that place, laser scanners generate a huge density of
digital point clouds (raw data contains many outliers that must be
manually or automatically eliminated) [5]. This is accomplished
with surface reconstruction algorithms like marching cubes or
triangles, surface reconstruction and Delaunay’s triangulation [6].
About the immersive and interactive visualization of acquired
data, multi-scale visualization systems and visual analytics
techniques deal with the cognitive problem [7]. After all, in a
realistic digital model (forms, scales, textures), people could to
gather a better spatial understanding and to extract meaningful
information [8, 9].
3

T HE VIRTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The development of a fully immersive virtual model to explore
Itapeva’s archaeological site was conducted by two steps:
collecting data and design; interactions and immersive equipment.
1

https://youtu.be/P8EF-PqIbMU

3.1

Collecting Data and Design

To collect data on the archaeological site we accompanied
archaeologists of University of São Paulo to Itapeva’s location.
Due to its skills on recreating realistic digital images, a scanner
technique was used. Landscape was scanned with the equipment
Faro 3D X-130 (Figure 1). As the area is spatially configured in
46 meters length, 13 meters height and 12 meters width, it was
registered a huge density of point clouds. In four days we captured
47 images (scans), totaling 840 million point clouds. Anyway, this
specific equipment has an automatic function to compact data
density resulting a 6.3 gigabyte of raw data to the digital storage.

Figure 3: User exploring the virtual model with HMD devices

CONCLUSION

Figure 1: Scanning the archaeological site

Back to the university labs we start a complex design workflow
to polish the 3D scene and to smooth the point cloud density.
With an automatic algorithm the point cloud was transformed into
polygonal mesh (triangles) and, manually, the landscape surface
was corrected. It was a long and complex modeling task. But, at
the end, the virtual data acquired was decreased to less than 200
thousand triangles. This meant a meant a much lighter amount of
graphic data to be processed by the computer.
Also, traditional modeling was fundamental to re-create in
virtual ways the real environment. Since the reproductions of
elevations on the ground/terrain, till the modeling of natural
elements (stones, walls, grass, trees) and mapping colors and
textures. In resume, the scene looks like a video game scenery
which simulates the real world spaces (Figure 2).

The virtual excavation in cyber-archaeology is a process that
increases its capabilities in an exponential way. With high-tech
devices for both collecting and visualizing data, the production of
presence feelings in the 3D space is also increasingly convincing.
In our perspective, this kind of immersive model emerges like an
extension of the archaeologist analytical work, but in a nondestructive way. It can be accessed anyway, anytime, anywhere.
Also, we concluded that the immersive model provide an
complex spatial registration and conservation of human history,
allowing people in the future to visit instincts archaeological sites
as if they were actually in there.
Our next work in this project goes through the documentation
of a large amount of data about objects remains of Itapeva’s site
by filling the digital model with technical resource, such as: 3D
animation, photography and video.
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